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Seal gap between the skirting boards

and the floor using flexible sealant.

25x150mm skirting boards TBC by

client & contractor

22mm thick T&G flooring boards laid with staggered

joints, glued and screwed to joists below.

225mm Posi Joists to timber frame

manufacturers details.

Chaulk  gap between the wall and

ceiling boards using flexible sealant.

12.5mm thick Gyproc WallBoard with 3mm

thick skim coat of Gypsum BoardFinish

500-gauge polythene VCL with lapped and

sealed joints, VCL sealed over DPC at sole

plate level.

120mm thick Celotex XR4000 insulation

boards between studs.

140x38mm CLS studwork forming timber

frame walls, to timber frame manufacturers

drawings and details.

100mm thick Isowool Acoustic Partition Roll 1200

insulation between joists.

12.5mm thick Gyproc WallBoard TEN with

3mm thick skim coat of Gypsum BoardFinish

NB: alternative plasterboard may be used to

      ceilings if density achieves 10kg/m²

50mm thick PIR insulation to be fitted

between rim boards and first joists to

prevent cold bridging.

51mm wide clear residual cavity

Breather membrane

9mm thick OSB sheathing

Insect mesh to prevent insect nesting

12

100mm thick blockwork laid in stretcher bond

75x50mm treated battens fixed vertically at

400mm centres

Marley Cedral Click weatherboarding fixed

horizontally to vertical battens.

Breather membrane

Yellow stock 103mm thick facing

brickwork laid in stretcher bond.
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Detail 6 - Typical Intermediate Floor Detail (joists parallel)
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Residential Development for
3No. Detached Dwellings

do not scale.
all dimensions to be checked on site.

the contractor is responsible for checking dimensions, tolerances and references.
all discrepancies to be reported to DCM Architectural Consultants before proceeding with the works.

all drawings to be read in conjunction with other consultants drawings.
all drawings to be read in conjunction with Construction Notes.
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Detail 7 - Typical Intermediate Floor Detail (joists bearing)
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